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Abstract— As we probably am aware Image processing is in 

vogue, image enhancement technique has become most 
loved research field now a days. Image enhancement 

improves the nature of picture. Right now we have 

examined as of late utilized picture improvement 

procedures, which give a healthy thought of computerized 

picture upgrade systems and their outcome. Here we have 

brief examination on picture upgrade systems, which are 

Histogram Equalization, Adaptive Histogram Equalization, 

Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization, Exact 

Histogram Equalization and some more. Each method has 

their upsides and downsides, however every strategy is 

critical in various fields. So here is a survey on picture 

image enhancement technique. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A definitive point of image processing is to utilize 

information contained in the picture to empower the 

framework to comprehend, perceive and decipher the 

handled data accessible from the picture design. Image 
Enhancement is the improvement of computerized picture 

quality, without information about the wellspring of 

corruption. Image Enhancement is the method to improve 

the interpretability or impression of data in Images for 

human watchers.  

In most open air processing the images are 

degraded because of hazy, subsequently the information 

picture is cloudy picture not the first brilliance. On the off 

chance that the dimness can be expelled, at that point the 

scene will have legitimate splendor, differentiate and the 

data substance in the image will be high. The dimness 

expulsion process is extremely entangled on the grounds 
that the fog relies on the obscure profundity of the article in 

the scene. The second issue which has been considered is 

upgrade of image when it is caught under night condition. 

Right now object is once in a while unmistakable and 

henceforth the caught image has less measure of data. 

II. AREAS IN WHICH IMAGE ENCHANCEMENT USED 

Some of the areas in which IE has wide application are 
noted below: 

1) In climatic sciences, Image enhancement is utilized to 

decrease the impacts of hazy, fog, and violent climate 

for meteorological perceptions. Image enhancement 

helps fit as a fiddle and structure of remote articles in 

condition detecting. Satellite images experience image 

reclamation and improvement to expel commotion.  

2) In forensics, Image enhancement is utilized for 

distinguishing proof, proof social event furthermore, 

reconnaissance. Images acquired from unique mark 

location, security recordings examination and wrong 

doing scene examinations are upgraded to utilize in 

recognizable proof of offenders and insurance of 
exploited people.  

3) Astrophotography faces difficulties because of light and 

commotion contamination that can be limited by IE. For 

constant honing and difference improvement a few 

cameras have in-assembled IE works. In any case, 

various programming, permit altering such images to 

give better outcomes. 

4) In oceanography the study of images uncovers 

fascinating highlights of water stream, dregs focus, 

geomorphology and bathymetric examples to name a 

few.  

5) These highlights are all the more obviously perceptible 
in pictures that are carefully upgraded to defeat the 

issue of moving targets, insufficiency of light and cloud 

environment. Various different fields including law 

authorization, microbiology, biomedicine, bacteriology, 

and so forth. Advantage from different IE strategies.  

6) These advantages are not restricted to proficient 

examinations and organizations yet stretch out to the 

normal clients who utilize IE to cosmetically improve 

and address their images. 

III. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES 

A. Contrast enhancement  

There is a solid impact of difference contrast ratio on 

settling force and identification capacity of images. 

Procedures for improving images differentiate are among 

the most generally utilized improvement forms. The 

sensitivity of any remote detecting identifier is intended to 

record a wide scope of landscape splendor from dark basalt 
levels to white ocean beds under a wide scope of lighting 

conditions. Barely any individual scenes have a splendor run 

that uses the full sensitivity of these indicators. To create an 

image with the ideal complexity contrast, it is imperative to 

use the whole brilliance scope of the showcase medium, 

which is for the most part film. 

 
Fig. 1: Contrast Enhanced Image 
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B. Spatial Domain Techniques 

Spatial domain techniques are operated on pixels.  The 

estimations of pixels or pels are altered to get the expected 

improvement. It involves the techniques such as log 

transformations, power-law (gamma) transformations, 

histogram equalization and Matching (Specification) that are 

dependent on the direct operation on the pixels in the image.  

These are basically used for the direct alteration of the gray 

values of the pixels individually and also for the sharpness 
of the image. However the problem in it is sometimes it also 

generates the unacceptable results because it works in the 

uniform way in the whole picture that was taken. So this 

method is not suitable for the images that need to improve 

the selected region or the intended information. 

1) Point Operation  

In this type of operation, the individual pixels are operated 

by image processing operation or the point operations that is 

g (m, n) = T [f (m, n)] in which f (m, n) is the input or 

original picture, g (m, n) is the processed or resultant 

picture, and T is used for modification process that is 
operated on a single pel or pixel.  

2) Mask Operation  

Each pel or pixel is changed according to their qualities in a 

nearby or little neighborhood right now.  

3) Global Operation 

All the pixel esteems are assessed the picture to play out the 

global activity. 

C. Histogram Processing 

Histogram handling is utilized in image enhancement the 

data inborn in histogram can likewise utilized in other 

picture preparing application, for example, image division 

and image pressure. A histogram just plots the recurrence at 

which each dark level happens from 0 (dark) to 255 (white). 

Histogram handling ought to be the underlying advance in 

preprocessing. To deliver a vastly improved picture 

histogram leveling and histogram determinations 

(coordinating) are two strategies broadly used to alter the 

histogram of a picture. Histogram speaks to the recurrence 
of event of all dim level in the image, that implies it disclose 

to us how the estimations of individual pixel in a picture are 

conveyed.  

Histogram is given as h (rk) = nk/N 

 
Fig. 2: Histogram Processing 

D. Frequency Domain Techniques 

Frequency domain techniques are suitable for the images 

that are based on frequency components and works on the 

orthogonal transformation of the image rather than the 

image itself. The principle of these techniques is composed 

of 2D discrete unitary transformation, for illustration the 2-

D discrete Fourier transform that replaces the coefficients by 

the operator and then perform the inverse process. It has two 

components namely magnitude and phase. Magnitude is 
composed of frequency component and phase is for 

restoring the image back to the spatial domain. These are 

straightforward techniques. Firstly, the Fourier transform of 

the image is computed which is to be computed and result is 

multiplied by a filter and inverse transform is taken to 

generate the output image. In low pass filtering, high 

frequency components of image are eliminated and as a 

result, image would be blurred associated with noise. An 

ideal filter also has two issues: blurring of image and ringing 

of image. 

Images are 2D functions f(x,y) in spatial 
coordinates (x,y) in an image plane. Each function describes 

how colours or grey values (intensities, or brightness) vary 

in space: 

 
Variations of grey values for different x-positions along a 

line y = const. 

Fig. 3: Spatial Frequency 

E. Thresholding Transformations 

Thresholding changes are especially valuable for division in 

which we need to confine an object of enthusiasm from a 
foundation. Image edge is the way toward isolating the data 

(objects) of a images from its experience, consequently, 

thresholding is typically applied to dark level or shading 

archive checked pictures. Thresholding can be arranged into 

two fundamental classes: global and local. Global 

thresholding strategies pick one edge an incentive for the 

whole archive image, which is regularly founded on the 

estimation of the foundation level from the force histogram 

of the image; subsequently, it is viewed as a point preparing 

activity. Global thresholding techniques are utilized to 

consequently diminish a dark level picture to a twofold 
picture. The pictures applied to such techniques are expected 

to have two classes of pixels (forefront and background). 

The reason for a worldwide thresholding strategy is to 

naturally indicate a limit esteem T, where the pixel esteems 

underneath it are viewed as frontal area and the qualities 

above are foundation. A straightforward technique is pick 

the mean or middle estimation of the considerable number 

of pixels in the info picture, the mean or middle will 

function admirably as the edge, be that as it may, this will 
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by and large not be the situation particularly if the pixels are 

not consistently appropriated in a images. Local versatile 

thresholding utilizes various qualities for every pixel as 
indicated by the neighborhood. Nearby thresholding 

procedures are utilized with archive images having non-

uniform foundation light or complex background, for 

example, watermarks found in security reports if the 

worldwide thresholding strategies neglect to isolate the 

forefront from the foundation. This is because of the way 

that the histogram of such images gives multiple pinnacles 

making it hard for a worldwide thresholding procedure to 

isolate the articles from the foundation, in this manner; 

nearby thresholding strategies are the arrangement. 

 
Fig. 4: Thresholding Image 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Image enhancement algorithms offers a wide assortment of 

approaches for changing images to accomplish outwardly 

adequate images. The decision of such techniques is an 

element of the particular assignment, image content, 

onlooker attributes, and survey conditions. The point 

preparing strategies are generally crude, yet basic image 

handling activities and are utilized essentially for 

differentiate upgrade. Image Negative is appropriate for 

improving white detail implanted in dull districts and has 

applications in medicinal imaging. Force law changes are 
valuable for universally useful differentiation control. For a 

dim image, a development of dark levels is practiced 

utilizing a force law change with a fragmentary type. Log 

Transformation is Useful for upgrading subtleties in the 

darker areas of the image to the detriment of detail in the 

more brilliant districts the more significant level qualities. 

For an image having a cleaned out appearance, a pressure of 

dark levels is acquired utilizing a force law change with γ 

more prominent than 1. The histogram of an image (i.e., a 

plot of the dark level frequencies) gives significant data in 

regards to the difference of an image. Histogram evening 

out is a change that stretches the differentiation by 
redistributing the dark level qualities consistently. Just the 

global histogram balance should be possible totally 

consequently. 
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